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Summary Understanding the dynamical transition from capillary-driven to pure inertial focusing is important to revealing the mech-
anism underlying the most singular micro-jetting produced from drop-impact craters. Herein we study dimple dynamics from the
collapse of these craters when the drop is of a different immiscible liquid than the pool. The parameter space is considerably more com-
plex than for identical liquids, revealing intricate compound-dimple shapes. In contrast to the universal capillary-inertial drop pinch-off
regime, where the neck radius scales asR ∼ t2/3, a purely inertial collapse of the air-dimple portraysR ∼ t1/2 and is sensitive to initial
and boundary conditions. Capillary waves can therefore mold the dimple into different collapse shapes. We observe a clear cross-over
in the nature of the dynamics from capillary-inertial to purely inertial immediately before the pinch-off. Notably, for singular jetting
the cross-over time occurs much earlier, irrespective of the Weber number.
INTRODUCTION
Singularities occur in various branches of physics and mechanics, from the gravitational collapse of black holes
to the necking pinch-off of a pendent drop dripping from a faucet. What makes singularities a particularly attractive
”laboratories” is the rapid time-scale and small length-scales which expose the key force balance which governs the
dynamics. In fluid mechanics the pinch-off of a fluid cylinder is the most iconic example of a singularity, which has
been extensively studied over the last three decades. There is a remarkable difference between the pinch-off of a drop
from a nozzle vs that of a bubble. For the drop the necking evolves in a self-similar manner, forming conical shape with
capillary-inertial scaling of the necking radius, i.e. R ∼ t2/3 [1]. On the other hand, the pinch-off of a bubble follows a
purely inertial dynamics, where R ∼ t1/2 [2, 3, 4]. Despite a rather modest difference in the two exponent values, the fact
that the inertia is inside the neck for the drop, while it is outside of the air-cylinder for the bubble, changes profoundly the
dynamical nature of the pinch-off. For the purely inertia collapse the surface tension becomes irrelevant and the dynamics
show strong dependence on the initial or boundary conditions. This memory of the boundaries has been best demonstrated
for a bubble pinching off from a nozzle with an elliptic cross-section [5, 6].
Herein, we focus on the jetting from the rebounding of a drop-impact-produced crater. The finest and most singular
jets emerge when a dimple forms at the bottom of the crater and collapses without pinching of a bottom bubble. The final
stage of collapse follows pure inertial scaling [7].
Figure 1: (a) Typical dimple shapes for different impact conditions in the multi-dimple regime corresponding to the circled red numbers
in (b). Multi-pinch-offs dimple: 1© D = 1.16 mm, U = 1.7 m/s, Fr = 259, We = 493; 2© D = 1.02 mm, U = 2.1 m/s, Fr = 421,
We = 617; 3©D = 0.93 mm, U = 2.05 m/s, Fr = 463, We = 560 and singular telescopic dimple: 4©D = 0.73 mm, U = 2.38 m/s,
Fr = 792, We = 593. The scale bars are 100 µm long. (b) Characterization of the dimples and jets in Fr-We space for drop impacts
of immiscible liquids. The two dash curves are the bounds of the regular bubble entrapment measured by [8, 9], for identical liquids.
The two solid curves mark the bubble entrapment region based on our study. The symbols correspond to different dimple shapes: (l)
no pinch-off shallow dimple; (△) dimple pinch-off with bubble going out with jet; (▽) tiny bubble pinched off near secondary critical
pinch-off; (☆) singular telescopic dimple; (▽) pinched-off bubble entrapped in PP1 drop; (l) liquid column break-up without dimple
pinch-off; (◇) water entrapped in PP1 drop without pinch-off. The dashed cyan lines mark the region of multi-dimples.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP: We use different immiscible liquids: The pool is purified water, while the drop consists of
PP1 (Perfluorohexane, C6F14). PP1 is 1.71 times heavier than water and has very low surface tension σd = 11.9 mN/m.
The interfacial tension between the two liquids is 48 mN/m. The range of drop sizes is D = 0.6 - 2.0 mm. By changing
drop release-height we get impact velocities U from 0.1 to 3.9 m/s. The corresponding range of Reynolds, Weber and
Froude numbers, based on drop properties are: Re = ρdDU/µd = 374 − 10, 200; We = ρdDU2/σd = 10 − 2, 000;
Fr = U2/(gD) = 10 − 1, 500; where g is gravity acceleration, ρd and µd are drop density and dynamic viscosity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The impact produces a hemispheric crater into the free surface of the pool, with the PP1 drop liquid forming a thin
continuous layer coating it. The subsequent rebound can form a bottom dimple whose collapse produces singular jets
[7, 8]. The free surface of this dimple therefore remains between air and the PP1 drop liquid. Figure 1 highlights the
regime where a dimple forms during its collapse. This occurs at much larger values of We (based on drop properties),
than for the classical regime (dashed lines) where the dimple entraps a bubble for identical liquids in both drop and pool
[9]. Figure 1(a) shows a prominent new feature of the dimples, i.e. capillary waves travelling down towards their tips,
which can lead to multiple pinch-offs. The thinnest and fastest jets emerge when no bubble in pinched off [7].
What is the role of capillary waves in setting up the dimple for the inertial focusing? For the singular jets from
bursting bubbles or super-critical surface waves, the dimple dynamics have until recently been formulated in the self-
similar capillary-inertial formalism [10, 11], while the final cylindrical collapse has been shown to follow pure inertial
focusing [7, 12]. One can therefore expect a dynamical transition in the vicinity of the final jet formation. In Figure 2
we track the radius of pinch-off neck for a typical dimple, shown in the inset. There is a clear cross-over in the nature
of the dynamics from capillary-inertial R ∼ t2/3 to purely inertial with R ∼ t0.55 [3, 7] at tc ≃ 65 µs before pinch-off,
as marked by the arrow. Figure 2(b) shows that the cross-over time scales with the impact time tc ≃ 0.235Rd/U for the
pinch-off cases. On the other hand, for singular jetting the cross-over time occurs much earlier, irrespective of We.
Figure 2: (a) Logarithmic scaling of the dimple radius vs time before pinch-off. There is a transition of power-law exponents from
2/3 to 0.55 closest to the pinch-off. The background shading marks the validity of each, with the arrow indicating the approximate
cross-over time tc. The data is taken from two video clips spanning time-scales from 100 ns to 200 µs before pinch-off. (b) It shows
how tc normalized by the impact time D/U changes with We, for dimple pinch-off (△ & ▽) and singular jets (×, + & ☆). The
vertical arrows indicate these are lower bounds, as for these cases the dynamics remain inertial for the entire video clip.
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